PRELIMINARY EXAMPLES
Extracts from submissions received by WAMA from concerned/interested parties:
AUTHOR'S NAMES HAVE BEEN REMOVED FOR PRIVACY REASONS

"I have three moorings in total in the state. Two in Mangles Bay and one in Dongara.
Two are in constant use as I have two 50 ft plus boats and one is the mooring left
when I go to Dongara or have them both back in Mangles.
I am concerned with the new proposals as at any time I may be shifting from one area
to another and of course if I arrive and my mooring is being used what do I do then?
With larger boats we need more water and swing so I am limited as to which
moorings I can use."

"My wife and I own a Swan River mooring (in her name) in the Peppermint Grove
beach area and we are keen to join the Association to strengthen our say in the
development of the forthcoming River mooring management plan.
I attended the Point Walter Golf Club meeting held by the Marine Ops presenter and
was pleased to find most others at the meeting agreed with my thoughts and disagreed
most seriously with some of the key management strategies being proposed. I didn’t
get a word in but others managed to cover most of what I would have said.
It is quite clear that the Dept. has an agenda they will push to the limit despite what
the mooring owners wish and the only way I can see of overturning some their pet
ideas is to “politicise” the issues to the point where serious votes will be lost if they
proceed. This means forming a strong Lobby group such as WAMA.
BWA (of which I am also a member) should be vocally supporting us but do not seem
to be. I believe they are supporting what they believe is a large majority of boat
owners who can’t get moorings but will allegedly be greatly advantaged by the
management plan proposed! I don’t believe for one minute the proposals will do
much to help those wanting a mooring, mainly because of the Department’s crazy
views and rules on mooring transfers. A shared mooring system has to be highly
policed to work effectively and we all know that is not possible with current resources
and the Dept. sure as hell won’t get any more funding in the present economic
climate. The current level of policing is so inadequate that people are getting away
with “murder” and know they can. It would be helpful if mooring nieghbours could
exchange contact details and so actually help the department police illegal mooring
use. However, they are most unhelpful in facilitating this, citing privacy issues and,
most importantly will not provide an “out of business hours” contact number when
99% of the transgressions occur. Contacting the Water Police is a waste of time as
calls to them largely bring no response. After all it is Marine Ops who are responsible
for policing moorings not the police!"
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Continuation of 1st Extract:
"I have 3 moorings currently and 2 boats over 50ft. I have 2 in Mangles Bay and one
Dongara. The reason for 3 is that at any time I might wish to be in Dongara for say the
summer or Mangles for maintainence and general fishing.
With what I understand to be the proposed changes if I am not using a particular mooring for
a given length of time it may be reassigned to someone else. My question is if the weather is
turning bad in Dongara and I wish to come back to Mangles, what if someone is on my
mooring ? As the boats are of a size that stops me from using most moorings, what do I do
then?
In the Mangles Bay Fishing Club we have had issues in the past of people borrowing Jinkers
to do repairs. I only need it for a week or two is the initial request. When 2 months later the
job was bigger than thought the boat incapacitated and you want to use your own Jinker how
do you get them off?
I understand there may be some moorings either never used or very seldom but sometimes it
may just look that way and there is a reason like mine for it.
I also spend considerable money on keeping my apparatus up to scratch, I don’t hear of any
recompense in these discussions only administration costs.
In closing with the lack of Marina space and ample room in some places to add to mooring
numbers, I would be totally against letting someone just roll up and use my facility."
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